Future Development

Introducing Millerhill

Millerhill is a development of
superb homes, designed with an
abundance of green space and a
village square at its heart.

Our energy-efficient homes are built
to the highest specifications and are
imaginatively designed to offer the
best quality of accommodation –
ideal for comfortable modern living.
There is a beautiful new home
to suit every need at Millerhill
by Mactaggart & Mickel Homes,

featuring a range from 1 bedroom
apartments to 5 bedroom
detached villas.
Delivering the highest standards of
craftmanship, quality and customer
service has resulted in numerous
awards – a testament to our high
standards and work ethic.

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification
depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades
to fixtures, fittings and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price.
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Future Development

At Mactaggart and Mickel Homes, we take
pride in being one of Scotland’s best-loved
family-owned builders. We have been handcrafting homes for over 92 years and our
5-star HBF rating for customer satisfaction
is testament to the exceptional quality and
finish of our homes.
We build luxury properties, ranging from
apartments through to large detached villas,
in exclusive locations throughout Scotland,
from Ayrshire and the West coast through to
Glasgow, Edinburgh and the East.

Wymet Gardens
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Great services and amenities nearby...

Located on the outskirts of Edinburgh, close to
the city by-pass and featuring the new Shawfair
railway station, Millerhill is an ideal place to take full
advantage of the wonderful quality of life in the city,
while enjoying quiet village setting.
As part of the wider Shawfair project that will
grow to provide two new primary schools, a new
secondary school, a library, landscaped parks and
a community forest, Millerhill also benefits from
the surrounding Midlothian countryside, yet is only
minutes away from the heart of Edinburgh.
Edinburgh has an abundance of work, leisure and
recreational opportunities. Enjoy the city. Enjoy the
cultural opportunities or meeting up with friends for
a coffee or a glass of wine and a chat.
Millerhill also has a local pub/restaurant and an
excellent choice of walks, cycle paths and nearby
golf courses. Hillend Ski Centre and Craiglockhart
Tennis and Leisure Centre are only a short drive
away – all perfect to allow you to relax and enjoy
life in your beautiful new home.

Princes Gardens, Edinburgh
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Edinburgh streetscene

...the ideal location

Edinburgh city centre from
the new Shawfair railway
station
and leisure facilities –
coming soon
countryside
New Shawfair Railway Station

Edinburgh Zoo

Nearby vibrant Edinburgh
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Why buy from us?
Buying a new home is one of the
most important decisions you will
ever make – we’d like to tell you
what makes Mactaggart & Mickel
Homes stand out from the crowd.

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical
version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to
that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal
images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings and appliances and
these may not be included in the sale price.
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LOCATION We build new communities and homes
in exclusive locations across Edinburgh, Midlothian,
Glasgow, Ayrshire and the Clyde coast.
FAMILY We are a family business with over 92
years of experience, with family values at our core.
AWARDS Our company, our practices, our homes
and our employees have won countless awards
over the years for quality, service, Health & Safety,
design and sustainability.
REPUTATION Many of our customers go on to buy
their second and even third Mactaggart & Mickel

home and often several generations of a family
have bought from us.
CONTACT Your dedicated Sales Consultant will be
your One Point of Contact throughout your homebuying process, from pre-reservation up to two
years after you move in.
GUARANTEED We strive to offer our purchasers
guaranteed entry dates so that your move-in day
will go as smoothly as possible. We extend our
after-sales customer care for two years.

A few home truths about Mactaggart & Mickel Homes
Commitment to Customer Service every member of our sales team have
earned this accreditation.

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this
house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house
type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings and
appliances and these may not be included in the sale price.

We employ architects who combine
vision with practicality. We only build
quality homes – it’s a matter of pride.
We employ a dedicated,
knowledgeable and courteous sales
force. We extend our after sales
customer care for up to two years.

We’re proud that we have many 2nd
and 3rd generation purchasers. We
strive to offer guaranteed entry
dates so that your move-in day will
go as smoothly as possible. We win
awards for our people, our homes, our
developments and our practices.
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Over 92 years of housebuilding success
The helicopter is invented. VW
Beetle first produced. Monopoly
launched and Amelia Earhart
becomes the first woman to
fly solo across the Atlantic.
Mactaggart & Mickel grow,
quickly launching sites across
Central Scotland, and creating
a stir by building a house in
10 days and a show home in
Glasgow Central Station.

John Logie Baird
makes the first
television transmission.
Mactaggart & Mickel is
incorporated on 28th
February and works
start on new homes in
Kings Park, Glasgow.

1925
1930s

1950s

DNA is discovered, the
EEC is established. Lego
launches and after the lull
through the War years,
Mactaggart & Mickel reemerge with sites from Largs
to Dollar, Helensburgh to
Edinburgh.

1960s

The Beatles, The Stones, the first Bond movie
and Muhammed Ali. Neil Armstrong becomes
the first man on the moon - and Derek Mickel
joins the company. Mactaggart & Mickel
continue developing a range of prestigious
developments in Ayrshire and across the
Central Belt.
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1970s
A Motorola executive makes the first mobile
phone call, Microsoft is established and Sony
introduce the Walkman. Bruce Mickel joins
Mactaggart & Mickel and building continues
at Hillpark in Edinburgh.

First PC is introduced by IBM,
Berlin Wall comes down - and first
British mobile phone call is made
by Ernie Wise. Mactaggart & Mickel
continue to thrive with a range
of new sites and take part in the
Glasgow Garden Festival, building
the ‘Broom’ Milk Bar, and Ed
Monaghan, current CEO, joins the
company as an apprentice.

YouTube is founded on Valentine’s
Day, first Harry Potter movie is
released in cinemas and Facebook,
Twitter and the iPhone are launched.
Barack Obama becomes President
of USA. Mactaggart & Mickel
diversify with Group at the head,
Andrew Mickel joins and Mactaggart
& Mickel are part of the City Legacy
consortium appointed to build and
jointly sell the 2014 Commonwealth
Games Athletes’ Village.

1980s
1990s
2000s
2015
Mactaggart & Mickel celebrate their 90th
anniversary.

2016
Queens Award
for Enterprise:
Sustainable
Development 2017
in partnership with
City Legacy

Launch of the world
wide web. Channel
Tunnel opens, eBay
is founded, the Euro
launched. Mactaggart
& Mickel continues to
be part of Glasgow’s
development with a
key role in Homes
for the Future at
Glasgow Green.

2017

Mactaggart & Mickel launch
Building Communities
Fund. This is an annual
fund aimed at supporting
groups and initiatives which
help and benefit people in
the communities within our
development areas – leaving
a legacy which reaches further
than the homes we build.
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If you are travelling from afar, why not give us a call before you set off so that we can set
aside time for you to ensure that you get the most out of your visit.

millerhill@macmic.co.uk

Sales Centre opening times
Thurs-Mon 10.30am - 4.30pm (Winter - Nov to Mar)
11am-5pm (Summer - Apr to Oct)

www.macmic.co.uk
Head Office: 1 Atlantic Quay,
1 Robertson Street, Glasgow G2 8JB.
T: 0141 332 0001 F: 0141 248 4921
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The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form
part of any contract. All dimensions taken from widest point. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.
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FUTURE
DEVELOPMENT

The Rannoch
4/5 bedroom townhouse

The Bressay
4 bedroom detached home

The Arran
4 bedroom detached home

The Bernera
5 bedroom detached home

The Islay
4 bedroom detached home

Development Plan shows indicative plot layouts only and is intended for general guidance. Clients should refer to their Title Plan for details of individual plots (your solicitor will advise).

Helping Your Community Grow

Automated External
Defibrillators available
to our local
community during
our working
hours

In addition to contributing to local infrastructure and community facilities,
our Building Communities Fund accepts applications from charities, schools and local projects.

MIDLOTHIAN
ASSOCIATION OF PLAY

CHILDREN 1ST

CHAS

LOTHIANS
VETERANS CENTRE

ROSYTH
AMATEUR FOOTBALL
CLUB

THE YARD

EASTHOUSES FC

ST MARTIN’S
COMMUNITY
RESOURCE CENTRE

YOUNG PARENTS
SERVICE MIDLOTHIAN

CRAIGMILLAR
COMMUNITY ARTS
CENTRE

SPORTS

£139k

EDUCATION

£2.8m

towards new Primary
and existing
Secondary
School

£100k

towards PLAY
FACILITIES

over £3m

investment in
affordable homes

macmic.co.uk

CORE PATH

£19k

Path Network
Contribution

Sports Facility

T H E S K Y E 1 bedroom mews

Millerhill | Midlothian

Millerhill | Midlothian

T H E S K Y E 1 bedroom mews
Plots 25, 42, 51, 68, 110, 133
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

Bathroom

C
Kitchen / Dining

FLOOR PLAN

mm

feet, inches

Living

4507 x 3162

14’9” x 10’4”

Kitchen / Dining

5265 x 2718

17’3” x 8’11”

Bedroom

3408 x 2590

11’2” x 8’6”

Bathroom

2250 x 2050

7’5” x 6’9”

Hall

C
Living
W

Bedroom

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E U I S T 2 bedroom apartment
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T H E U I S T 2 bedroom apartment
Plots 9, 10, 22, 23, 24, 32, 33, 34, 39, 40, 41, 52, 53, 54, 59, 60, 61,
69, 70, 71, 99, 100, 101, 107, 108, 109, 111, 112, 113, 130, 131, 132
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

W

Bedroom 1

Bedroom 2

C

Hall

Bathroom

FLOOR PLAN

mm

feet, inches

Living / Dining

5855 x 3277 / 4912

19’3” x 10’9” / 16’1”

Kitchen

3150 x 2040

10’4” x 6’8”

Bedroom 1

3298 x 2528

10’10” x 8’4”

Bedroom 2

2980 x 2528

9’9” x 8’4”

Bathroom

2227 x 2040

7’4” x 6’8”

Living / Dining

Kitchen

SVP

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E R A A S AY 2 bedroom apartment
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T H E R A A S AY 2 bedroom apartment
Plots 11, 12, 29, 30, 31, 36, 37, 38, 62, 63, 64, 72,
73, 74, 96, 97, 98, 104, 105, 106, 127, 128, 129
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

FLOOR PLAN

mm

feet, inches

Living / Dining

5853 x 2421 / 5045

19’2” x 7’11” / 16’7”

Kitchen

2636 x 2636

8’8” x 8’8”

Bedroom 1

3090 x 2861

10’2” x 9’5”

Bedroom 2

2670 x 2933

8’9” x 9’7”

Bathroom

2445 x 2325

8’0” x 7’8”

Living / Dining

SVP

Kitchen

C

C

Hall

Bathroom

W

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 1

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E R A A S AY ( S q u a r e B a y ) 2 bedroom apartment
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T H E R A A S AY ( S q u a r e B a y ) 2 bedroom apartment
Plots 19, 20, 21, 55, 56, 57, 114, 115, 116
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

Living / Dining

Kitchen

SVP

FLOOR PLAN

mm

feet, inches

Living / Dining

6420 x 2974 / 5045

21’1” x 9’9” / 16’7”

Kitchen

2636 x 2636

8’8” x 8’8”

Bedroom 1

3090 x 2861

10’2” x 9’5”

Bedroom 2

2670 x 2933

8’9” x 9’7”

Bathroom

2445 x 2325

8’0” x 7’8”

C

C

Hall

Bathroom

W

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 1

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E L I S M O R E 3 bedroom semi detached / terraced home
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T H E L I S M O R E 3 bedroom semi detached / terraced home
Plots 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 43, 44, 49, 50, 79, 80, 94, 95
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

Bedroom 1

Bedroom 3 /
Study

Living

C

Hall
C

Hall

W

GROUND FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Living

4996 x 2955 / 3830

16’5” x 9’8” / 12’7”

Kitchen

2612 x 3720

8’7” x 12’2”

Cloak

926 x 2050

3’0” x 6’9”

FIRST FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Bedroom 1

2651 x 3880

8’8” x 12’9”

Bedroom 2

2501 x 2975

8’2” x 9’9”

Bedroom 3 / Study

2250 x 2955

7’5” x 9’8”

Bathroom

2400 x 2050

7’10” x 6’9”

Kitchen

Bedroom 2

Cloak
Bathroom

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E B R O O M 3 bedroom detached home
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T H E B R O O M 3 bedroom detached home
Plots 1, 2, 46, 47, 82, 83, 85, 151, 170
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

GROUND FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Living

3610 x 4523

11’10” x 14’10”

Kitchen

3288 x 3148

10’9” x 10’4”

Dining

2997 x 2949

9’10” x 9’8”

Cloak / Utility

1400 x 2299

4’7” x 7’6”

FIRST FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

P6

Bedroom 1

2848 x 3737

9’4” x 12’3”

P1

En-Suite

1750 x 1550

5’9” x 5’1”

Bedroom 2

2647 x 3042

8’8” x 10’0”

Bedroom 3 / Study

3580 x 2750

11’9” x 9’0”

Bathroom

1550 x 2750

5’1” x 9’0”

P6
P18

P1

Bedroom 1

Dining

P1

W

C

P18

Kitchen

Bedroom 2

W

P6

P6

P6

Cloak /
Utility

P1

Hall

En-Suite

Hall

Living
C
Bathroom

P1

P18

Bedroom 3 / Study

P5

P5

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E R A N N O C H 4/5 bedroom townhouse
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T H E R A N N O C H 4/5 bedroom townhouse
Plots 26, 27, 28, 35, 58, 65, 66, 67, 75, 76, 77, 78, 102,
103, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

GROUND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 4 /
Study

Bedroom 5 / Family

Living

W

C

W

C

Hall

W

GROUND FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Living

4968 x 4500

16’4” x 14’9”

Kitchen

2459 x 3948

8’1” x 12’11”

Cloak

949 x 1983

3’1” x 6’6”

FIRST FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Bedroom 1

3322 x 3990

10’11” x 13’1”

Bedroom 5 / Family

4967 x 3617

16’4” x 11’10”

En-suite

1550 x 2051

5’1” x 6’9”

SECOND FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Bedroom 2

2542 x 3917

8’4” x 12’10”

Bedroom 3

2542 x 3046

8’4” x 10’0”

Bedroom 4 / Study

2331 x 2922

7’8” x 9’10”

Bathroom

2331 x 2051

7’8” x 6’9”

C
Hall

Kitchen

W

Hall
Bedroom 1
Cloak

En-suite

Bedroom 3
Bathroom

SVP

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E A R R A N 4 bedroom detached home
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T H E A R R A N 4 bedroom detached home
Plots 3, 4, 45, 48, 88, 92, 152
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

Bedroom 3

Bathroom

Bedroom 4 / Study

Dining

Living

W
W

Hall

C

Kitchen

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 1

Garage
Hall

Cloak / Utility

C

GROUND FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Living

4875 x 3750

16’0” x 12’4”

Kitchen

2745 x 3700

9’0” x 12’2”

Dining

2745 x 2640

9’0” x 8’8”

Cloak / Utility

2745 x 1650

9’0” x 5’5”

FIRST FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Bedroom 1

3245 x 4095

10’8” x 13’5”

En-suite

1550 x 1749

5’1” x 5’9”

Bedroom 2

2815 x 4095

9’3” x 13’5”

Bedroom 3

3109 x 2455

10’2” x 8’1”

Bedroom 4 / Study

2951 x 2750

9’8” x 9’0”

Bathroom

1550 x 2750

5’1” x 9’0”

En-suite

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E I S L AY 4 bedroom detached home
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T H E I S L AY 4 bedroom detached home
Plots 81, 84, 90, 91
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

P15
P13

P13

P11

P6
P12

P12

P6

P12

Bedroom 2

Hall

P1

P1

P18

W
C

W

P18

W

Bedroom 1

Bedroom 1

Bedroom 3

Bedroom 3

P12

P6

P11

P6

P12

P18

P18

P6

P12

SP
P12

P7

SP

P7

GROUND FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

FIRST FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Living

3879 x 4443

12’9” x 14’7”

Bedroom 1

3914 x 3266

12’10” x 10’9”

Kitchen / Dining

5876 x 2895

19’3” x 9’6”

En-suite

1750 x 1550

5’9” x 5’1”

Dining

3834 x 2587

12’7” x 8’6”

Bedroom 2

3381 x 3550

11’1” x 11’8”

Utility

2155 x 1650

7’1” x 5’5”

Bedroom 3

3381 x 2860

11’1” x 9’5”

Study

3650 x 2430

12’0” x 8’0”

Bedroom 4 / Study

3114 x 2511

10’3” x 8’3”

Cloak

1400 x 1650

4’7” x 5’5”

Bathroom

2400 x 2050

7’10” x 6’9”

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.
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T H E B R E S S AY 4 bedroom detached home
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T H E B R E S S AY 4 bedroom detached home
Plots 89, 169
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

Utility
Dining / Family

W
Bathroom

Kitchen
Bedroom 1

Bedroom 2

GROUND FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Living

3217 x 5000

10’7” x 16’5”

Kitchen

4018 x 3282

13’2” x 10’9”

Dining / Family

3322 x 3282

10’11” x 10’9”

Utility

1250 x 2670

4’1” x 8’9”

Cloak

1388 x 1500

4’7” x 4’11”

FIRST FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Bedroom 1

3397 x 3858

11’2” x 12’8”

En-suite

2150 x 1550

7’1” x 5’1”

Bedroom 2

2746 x 4008

9’0” x 13’2”

Bedroom 3

2748 x 3602

9’0” x 11’10”

Bedroom 4 / Study

3503 x 2802

11’6” x 9’2”

Bathroom

1550 x 2750

5’1” x 9’0”

Hall
Cloak
En-suite

W

W

W

C

Living

C

Garage

Hall

Bedroom 4 / Study

Bedroom 3

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

T H E B E R N E R A 5 bedroom detached home
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T H E B E R N E R A 5 bedroom detached home
Plots 93, 168
Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows.

W
Bedroom 4

Bedroom 5 /
Study

C

Living
C

En-Suite

Bathroom
En-Suite

Dining

Hall

Dressing
Room

Hall

C

Cloak

Family

W

C

Kitchen

Bedroom 3

Bedroom 2

Utility
W

Bedroom 1

GROUND FLOOR mm

feet, inches

Living

5843 x 5330

19’2” x 17’6”

Kitchen

2830 x 3216

9’3” x 10’7”

Dining

2830 x 2600

9’3” x 8’6”

Family

4242 x 5146

13’11” x 16’11”

Utility

3329 x 1813

10’11” x 5’11”

Cloak

1455 x 1568

4’9” x 5’2”

FIRST FLOOR

mm

feet, inches

Bedroom 1

3464 x 4185

11’4” x 13’9”

En-suite

2550 x 1543

8’4” x 5’1’

Dressing Room

2069 x 1550

6’9” x 5’1”

Bedroom 2

2901 x 4219

9’6” x 13’10”

En-suite

1437 x 2400

4’9” x 7’10”

Bedroom 3

3402 x 3078

11’2” x 10’1”

Bedroom 4

2750 x 3834

9’0” x 12’7”

Bedroom 5 / Study

2302 x 2693

7’7” x 8’10”

Bathroom

2064 x 2400

6’9” x 7’10”

The indicative external and internal images shown are of a typical version of this house type, the specification depicted may vary to that in the version of this house type at Millerhill. Some internal images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings
and appliances and these may not be included in the sale price. Dimensions taken at the position of the arrows. Please ask your Sales Consultant for the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans in this brochure are intended to give a fair description of the properties but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes reserve the
right to alter prices, specifications and equipment as necessary.

Millerhill | Midlothian Specification
At Mactaggart & Mickel Homes, we have demonstrated our
commitment to quality in design and construction since 1925.
Where others may cut corners, we overlook nothing and attend
to every detail because, as an award-winning family business,
we take pride in the homes we build.

The Skye
1 bedroom mews
The Uist
2 bedroom apartment
The Raasay
2 bedroom apartment

The Lismore
3 bedroom semi detached /
terraced home

The Arran
4 bedroom detached
home

The Broom
3 bedroom detached home

The Islay
4 bedroom detached home

The Rannoch
4/5 bedroom townhouse

The Bressay
4 bedroom detached home

GENERAL (For main house only - excludes garage)

CLOAKROOM – CLOAK / UTILITY ROOM – UTILITY ROOM

White light switches and double electrical
sockets throughout as per house type
layouts

Roca Mini wash basin with unit
in white

Stainless steel splashback to the rear of
hob area and Stainless steel 1 1⁄2 bowl sink

Laufen toilet seat

Chrome mixer tap

Laufen wall mounted wash basin with
Hansgrohe chrome mixer tap

Integrated washer/dryer

Light points to ceiling and downlighters
where applicable as per house type
layouts
White radiators throughout; white towel
rails to bathrooms and en-suites
All walls and ceilings finished with white
emulsion
White gloss paint to all woodwork
Vicaima Dekordor Oak finish internal
doorsets
Vicaima Dekordor Oak finish glazed
internal doorsets
Satin chrome lever internal door handles

Porcelanosa tiled wash basin splashback
Ceiling extract fan ducted to outside wall
Batten holder light fitting
Worktops in accordance with layout
drawings

Combination gas boiler
Carbon Monoxide detector
Heat Alarm
TV Point
Batten holder light and pendant light

System gas boiler

Multigang switch plate

Combination gas boiler

Space for washing machine with fused
spur

Carbon Monoxide detector
Space for washing machine

CUPBOARD
Consumer unit

Chrome door stops

LIVING & LIVING / DINING

White uPVC casement windows with
silver ironmongery handles; locking
handles to ground floor and non-locking
handles (push button) to 1st floor

Multi gang outlet plate with two double
sockets and BT, TV and unwired SKY
outlets

UPPER HALL

White back or side door with multi-point
locking security feature

FAMILY ROOM

Mains smoke detector to ceiling with
battery back-up

Pine staircase with stringer, newel posts
and balusters finished in white gloss

Multi gang outlet plate with two double
sockets and BT, TV and unwired SKY
outlets

Master BT Point

White loft hatch
BEDROOM 1

Low energy light bulbs to all lighting
points

White single TV socket
White BT Point

Dressing room with prefinished shelf and
chrome hanging rail

GROUND FLOOR – VESTIBULE / HALL

KITCHEN / BREAKFAST / DINING / FAMILY ROOMS

Fitted wardrobe with sliding prefinished
doors

Partially glazed front door with multipoint locking security feature. Fitted
with chrome letter plate, chrome scroll
handles and security chain.

Units and worktops in accordance with
kitchen layout plan

Prefinished shelf and chrome hanging rail
to cupboard

Laminate worktop surfaces with laminate
upstands

White single TV socket

Door bell sounder
Room thermostat
Mains smoke detector to ceiling with
battery back-up
White loft hatch

Soft closers to applicable kitchen units

The Bernera
5 bedroom
detached home

White BT Point

4-burner stainless steel gas hob
Extract hood above hob
Integrated electric single oven

Specification continued overleaf...

Millerhill | Midlothian Specification
continued

The Skye
1 bedroom mews
The Uist
2 bedroom apartment
The Raasay
2 bedroom apartment

BEDROOM 2

The Lismore
3 bedroom semi detached /
terraced home

The Arran
4 bedroom detached
home

The Broom
3 bedroom detached home

The Islay
4 bedroom detached home

The Rannoch
4/5 bedroom townhouse

The Bressay
4 bedroom detached home

INTEGRAL GARAGE
Walk-in cubicle with Thermostatic shower

Access door

Porcelanosa ceramic wall tiles to halfheight behind WC and wash basin and
along length of bath. Full-height tiling to
shower enclosure. NB: some walls have
no tiling as standard.

Double electrical socket

Extractor fan with integral downlight

Single door

BEDROOM 3 / STUDY

Downlighters as per house type layouts

Double door

Fitted wardrobe with sliding prefinished
doors

White heated towel warmer

Double electrical socket

Fitted wardrobe with sliding prefinished
doors
Prefinished shelf and chrome hanging rail
to cupboard
White single TV socket
White BT Point

Prefinished shelf and chrome hanging rail
to cupboard

EN-SUITE 1 (MASTER)

Light fitting and switch
DETACHED GARAGE

Light fitting and switch

Laufen wall hung WC

EXTERNALS

White single TV socket

Laufen toilet seat

Precast window cills

White BT Point

Laufen wall hung wash basin

External light fitting to front door

Hansgrohe chrome mixer tap to basin

External light fitting to rear elevation

Fitted wardrobe with sliding prefinished
doors

Walk-in cubicle with electric shower

Water tap

Walk-in cubicle with Thermostatic shower

GRP chimney, as per site plan

Prefinished shelf and chrome hanging rail
to cupboard

Sliding shower door in glass and silver

BEDROOM 4 / STUDY

White single TV socket
White BT Point
BEDROOM 5 / STUDY
Fitted wardrobe with prefinished shelf
and chrome hanging rail
White single TV socket
White BT Point
BATHROOM
Laufen wall hung WC, toilet seat and wall
hung wash basin
Hansgrohe chrome mixer tap to basin

Corner entry shower enclosure
Quadrant shower enclosure
White heated towel warmer in white
Porcelanosa ceramic wall tiles to halfheight behind WC and wash basin and
along length of bath.
Full-height tiling to shower enclosure. NB:
some walls have no tiling as standard.
Downlighters as per house type layouts
Extractor fan with integral downlight
ENSUITE 2 (BERNERA ONLY)
As Ensuite 1 for Bernera

Kaldewei steel and white enamel bath
Hansgrohe thermostatic bath-shower
mixer in chrome with wall-mounted
adjustable handset
Bath screen

ATTIC VOID
Double electrical socket
TV Aerial and signal booster, where
required

Gas meter box
PVCu downpipes and gutters
Turfed front garden
Rotovated rear garden

Any indicative internal images shown are
of a typical house type at Millerhill, and the
specification depicted may vary to that in
the version of this house type. Some internal
images contain upgrades to fixtures, fittings and
appliances and these may not be included in the
sale price. Please ask your Sales Consultant for
the full details of the specification and pricing.
The particulars, prices, illustrations and plans
in this brochure are intended to give a fair
description of the properties but their accuracy
is not guaranteed and they do not form part
of any contract. Mactaggart & Mickel Homes
reserve the right to alter prices, specifications
and equipment as necessary.

The Bernera
5 bedroom
detached home

